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SUPPORTING DERIVATION

Relation between observed and actual product fractions
Determining chemical reactivity profiles for nucleic acids requires taking into account how a chemical modification internal to a fragment can lower the probability of observing longer fragments. For completeness, we derive the relation between observed and actual product fractions [main text eq. (1)] here. In the case of reverse transcription, let the first reverse transcribed nucleotide be N (i.e., the maximum product length), the total number of products be M, and the fraction of chemical modified nucleotides at each position i = 1, … N be r i . Then, the number of full length products F 0 , corresponding to events with no modification at any internal site is:
The number of products F i corresponding to modification at each nucleotide i are:
See also refs 1, 2 . Partial summation of these values from the 5´ end gives:
Combining eqs. (S2) and (S3) gives the sought relation of r i to the observed F i :
The equation corresponds to the fraction of reverse transcriptases that stopped at position i, compared the total number of reverse transcriptases that reached position i (and either stopped or proceeded beyond). This derivation also holds for protocols that involve chemical or enzymatic cleavage of end-labeled nucleic acids instead of primer extension,
with N marking the position of the 3´-end label. For 5´-end labels, the same relations hold but with indices i reversed in order; in all cases F 0 should correspond to unmodified nucleic acid. The above values r i range from 0 to 1. may be necessary to dilute further than 10-fold, although carrying out this additional dilution series was not necessary for the the linearity range of our CE detector and maximum band intensity observed in our experiments.
A scalefactor α was determined to match the resulting
where "non saturated" refers to the subset of nucleotides at which the diluted data matched the undiluted data. This subset was determined by beginning with the full set of measured nucleotides, determining α, 
Background subtraction
The modification fraction r i at each nucleotide i due to chemical modification was given by r i observed − r i background , with error estimated by summing errors of components in quadrature. This procedure was automated in the script subtract_array.
Normalization to referencing segments
Inclusion of at least one referencing hairpin with pentaloop sequence GAGUA enabled normalization, giving final values r i norm that were independent of the chosen modifier concentration and time. Modification fractions r i were scaled so that the underlined nucleotides gave mean reactivities of 1.0: GAGUA (DMS), GAGUA (CMCT), and GAGUA (SHAPE). In constructs with two hairpins in both 5´-and 3´-flanking sequences, we used data for the 3´-GAGUA hairpin for normalization, due to high errors in background subtraction for GAGUA hairpins in 5´ flanking sequences. This procedure was automated in the script apply_normalization.
All steps above are included in HiTRACE software, and a step-by-step workflow is available as a default stage in the online HiTRACE-web server.
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Chemical mapping experiments read out by deep sequencing (MAP-seq)
The detailed MAP-seq protocol has been presented in ref. 10 and is briefly summarized here. Chemical modification reactions were carried out as in CE reactions in 10 mM Table 1 ) is included in the run and specified as one of the probed RNAs in
RNA_sequences.fasta. In particular, the critical ligation bias correction term for the fully extended product (relative to the average sequence) was determined by applying an initial value of β = 1.0 to find the background-subtracted reactivities of the control P4P6-2HP sequence; testing for equality at GAGUA sequences at the 5´ and 3´ ends; and then optimizing β to give exact equality at the GAGUA sequences by numerical search with MATLAB's fminbnd function. Over-modification correction, background subtraction, and normalization to GAGUA segments were carried out as described above for C.E.; these steps occur automatically in the MAPseeker workflow.
We observed that normalization of MAP-seq data at flanking GAGUA hairpins produced reactivities that were higher than CE measurements within the target of interest, presumably due to systematic ligation bias at those nucleotides relative to other sequences. For Fig. 1 and SI Figures 3-8 , we therefore used the average MAP-seq reactivity value over nucleotides in the P4P6-2HP RNA, compared to their average value in CE data, to provide correction factors applied to all other MAP-seq data (0.55 and 0.40 for 1M7 and DMS, respectively). Note that for any future MAP-seq experiments with the P4P6-2HP, the normalization scale will be automatically set by MAPseeker based on GAGUA hairpins, but will need to be re-scaled by the above factors if matching to CE experiments is required.
Averaging and error estimations based on multiple replicates
For CE experiments, we found that estimates of error due to peak fitting or from standard deviations within each experiment generally underestimated errors estimated from repeating experiments. For MAP-seeker experiments, estimates of error based on Poisson counting statistics also gave underestimates of error for MAP-seq runs with >100,000 counts for each RNA (this high-statistics limit was the case herein). For example, a previous averaging procedure, which estimated final reactivity errors based solely on propagating estimates from CE peak-fitting, did not capture the high tRNA(phe) DMS reactivity at A58 (SI Fig. 3) . MAPseeker error). (To avoid extremely low error points from dominating this average, the error on each input measurements was set to 10% of the reactivity if it was estimated t be lower.) The standard error on this average value was taken as the standard deviation among measurements, divided by the square root of the number of observations. If any of the measurements gave a value more than five standard deviations from the original average, that entire measurement was automatically flagged as an outlier, and the average was recalculated without this value. In rare cases, an entire replicate gave a mean discrepancy at all nucleotides more than 2.5 standard deviations from the replicate average; this measurement was also flagged as an outlier and not included in the final calculation. All measurements and averaging are displayed graphically in both heat-map and trace overlay formats to allow visual assessment of sequence assignents, automatically assigned outliers, and other variability across measurements. An example of this display of measurement averaging and error estimation is given in SI Fig. S1 . SUPPORTING FIGURE 6. CE and MAP-seq data for 5S ribosomal RNA, E. coli. In top panels, sequence of interest is between vertical black bars; GAGUA reference sequences marked in magenta.
Data visualization
